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ABSTRACT
Computer models for the simulation of crowds represent a consolidated type of application, employed on a day-to-day
basis to support designers and decision makers. This scenario, however, still represents an interesting opportunity for
both researchers focused on the analysis of crowd phenomena as well as for modelers aimed at synthesizing realistic
crowd phenomena. In particular, most state of the art models generally do not consider the explicit representation of
pedestrians aggregations (groups) and their implications on the overall system dynamics. This talk will clearly define this
research endeavor by providing some sample situations in which group presence presents a significant impact on overall
system dynamics. Then we will present an adaptive model considering groups as first class abstractions implying a cohesion tendency among its members as a mechanism for the representation of group social interaction. The results
achieved in the simulation of sample scenarios will then be given, also comparing them to the most relevant and recent
literature. A specific observation was performed with the aim of gathering empirical data about groups within the
crowd, for the calibration and validation of the adaptive cohesion mechanism of the model: we will show the preliminary results of an analysis of the gathered data. Finally, we will suggest potential lines of developments integrating the
efforts of researches aimed at automatic analysis and synthesis of crowd behavior.
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